1200. **MVM Parking Space**
Once again, we are offering the most valuable piece of real estate in all of Reno. You can have your own personal parking space in the MVM lot. No more worrying about arriving early and hoping, searching, or waiting for a parking spot. You get to arrive at a leisurely pace and park conveniently close to the front door for an entire year, just like you own the joint!

*Priceless*

Thanks to: MVM

1201. **Five-Night Vacation to Playa Viva**
Winner is offered five nights in a Deluxe Suite for a family of two adults and up to two children at Playa Viva! Playa Viva is a sustainable boutique hotel located on the western coast of Mexico, just 30 minutes south of Zihuatanejo/Ixtapa International Airport.
Room amenities include: king bed, trundle bed - two single beds, airport pick up and drop off, all meals (breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks, all made from local and organic ingredients), private bathroom, all beverages including beer (excludes bar drinks), unobstructed ocean view, three yoga classes per week, large porch, and free Wi-Fi.

*Retail Value $1,475*

Thanks to: Playa Viva - A Sustainable Boutique Hotel

1202. **Historic Tahoe Thunderbird Lodge Wine and Cheese Tour for 8**
While enjoying wine and cheese, you and seven guests will enjoy a Curator's Castle Tour of Tahoe's Historical Treasure -- George Whittell's Thunderbird Lodge. The tour includes the Old Lodge, secret tunnels, card house, boat house, and more. This is an experience that makes an anniversary or birthday celebration that you will remember for the rest of your life! No minors -- valid until October 15, 2012.

*Retail Value $950*

Thanks to: Thunderbird Lodge Preservation Society

1203. **Wine Wheelbarrow**
This is an amazing selection of wine! Wheelbarrow includes table wine to fine vintages. You will be popping your cork!

*Retail Value $1,000*

1204. **VIP Seating for 4 at the 2012 Rib Cook-Off OR Hot August Nights**
Cantina Los Tres Hombres on Victorian Square is the perfect place to hang while enjoying the Best in the West Rib Cook-Off OR Hot August Nights. Owners Katie Louderback and Justin Quinton offer the best seats in the house. Just imagine: no nudging your way through the crowd and jockeying for a place to sit! Four people will have reserved seating either indoors or outdoors at Cantina Los Tres Hombres with food, and the entire bar tab included. Relax and enjoy all your chosen event has to offer!

*Priceless*

Thanks to: Justin Quinton & Katie Louderback
1205. **3 Nights' Stay at Red's Ranch in the Ruby Mountains**

Red's Ranch is the ultimate in Western luxury. Set on a country lane at the base of the Ruby Mountains, four people will be the guests at this private retreat where you can fly fish in Lamoille Creek, experience the Ruby Marshes, or just do nothing at all. This iconic ranch is set on 100 private acres and has a large deck and pool area. This is for 2 rooms for 3 nights, and continental breakfast each morning.

*Thanks to: Bill Watson*

*Retail Value $1,500*

1206. **Burning Man and Playa Fun**

Now that they've gone to a lottery system, Burning Man tickets will be hard to come by more than ever this year. Guarantee your entry by bidding on this, whether you're a first-time Burner or a veteran of the playa. One (1) Burning Man ticket for 2012 with a cruiser bike from The Bike Project that's been fully tricked-out by MVM parents Malia Go and Joel Speicher. The Melting Pot - which was voted the "Best Place to Buy Playa Gear" for the past 3 years - will adorn you and educate you on the Burning Man experience with a $100 gift certificate for clothing, a book, a calendar, and DVD. Playa dust on your car have you worried? Pshaw! We have a gift certificate for cleaning it up at Hutch's Mission Car Wash.

*Priceless*

*Thanks to: Eric Baron*

*Thanks to: Burning Man*

*Thanks to: Hutch's Misson Car Wash*

*Thanks to: Reno Bike Project*

*Thanks to: Joel Speicher & Malia Go*

*Thanks to: The Melting Pot*

1207. **Amen Photography Package**

Amen Photography owner, photographer and MVM parent, Ari Nordhagen, offers this photography package that's sure to create a focal point in any home. This package includes up to 2 hours on-location for a portrait sitting anywhere in Reno/Lake Tahoe and surrounding areas with professional retouching and artistic rendering of chosen images. These images will be customized into a beautiful wall display of up to seven (7) archival canvas prints, with two (2) of the prints measuring 16x20 (and any combination of smaller sized canvas prints), AND the unheard of opportunity to receive a CD of high resolution images with shared printing permission.


*Thanks to: Ari Nordhagen*

*Retail Value $2,750*
1208. **A Tutto Ferro Custom Address Sign**

The winner of this item will have the honor of featuring a custom address sign or sculptural outdoor art piece by Tutto Ferro. Italian for "all iron", Tutto Ferro recognizes the cultural heritage of the company's sole proprietor, founder, and MVM parent Paolo Cividino, and conveys the essential nature of the company's business: "one-off" steel fabrication with a primary emphasis on architectural and design elements that appear in both commercial and residential applications. Paolo's work has been featured in Dwell Magazine, Architectural Digest, and can be seen locally at establishments including LuLou's and Midtown Eats. Paolo offers one hour of design consultation, and will fabricate and install the piece.

Expires February 11, 2013.

Thanks to: Paolo Cividino

1209. **Private Dinner for 10 with Chef Mark Estee of Campo**

You and nine (9) people will join Chef Mark Estee of the highly acclaimed restaurant Campo at the historic List Ranch - now the McCleary Ranch - for a four course gourmet meal featuring farm-fresh produce harvested specifically for the dinner - some even from the Miss Me Not Farm CSA basket, grown in the McCleary Ranch gardens. The setting is in a historic rustic barn nestled in the pines of Washoe Valley, overlooking this majestic Northern Nevada Ranch. An entertaining and informative introduction with a farm tour precedes your once-in-a-lifetime dinner experience.

Dinner will be take place in either May or June of 2012.

Thanks to: Mark & Aly Estee
Thanks to: Beth McCleary

1210. **Brews and Stews for 10**

You and 9 friends will explore the bold pairings of hand-crafted beer and slow cooked stews. Spend an afternoon at the home of Jan and Dagmar Bohlmann as German homebrew master Jan demonstrates how easy it is to make your own beer. Jan will cover topics from buying your first beer kit to advanced techniques like all-grain brewing. While Jan works his magic, his wife Dagmar will have homemade stews as the perfect compliment to those brews simmering on the stove. Brews and Stews will take place in Reno on Saturday, May 19th, from 2 PM - 7 PM.

The Bohlmann home is located at 3534 Skyline View Drive in Reno.

Thanks to: Jan & Dagmar Bohlmann
1211. New York: Uptown and Upstate
Spend a total of 6 days in a 2-bedroom condo on the Upper West Side of Manhattan or an
Upstate Farm House (combination of lodging to be determined by the purchaser). The
apartment is beautifully furnished, kid friendly, and situated on a quiet block in a building
with a night doorman. You can also venture upstate and spend some at a renovated
160-year-old farmhouse just outside of Woodstock and 5 minutes to the heart of Saugerties.
The farmhouse is 4 and a half bedrooms, is fully furnished and equipped, and is nestled on
thirty acres with an in-ground pool, ponds, hiking trails, cross-country skiing in winter, and
starry nights.

If Manhattan is your choice, you can take a tour of the SiriusXM studios. You never know
who will be in one of the studios as you walk by!

Retail Value $3,500

Thanks to: Ric Cherwin
Thanks to: Sirius XM

1212. Reno Aces Adventure
Enjoy a day at the Reno Aces Ballpark with this package that includes four infield reserved
tickets, one ceremonial first pitch, Reno Aces baseball hat autographed by #22, and three
packs of baseball cards. Valid for the 2012 regular season, Monday-Wednesday
(non-holiday).

Priceless

Thanks to: Reno Aces

1213. An Evening in Our Edible Schoolyard
Come join us in our very own MVM garden for an evening of food and fun. Megan Gilman
and Cheryl Nowak will be harvesting and preparing a meal before your eyes, consisting
almost entirely of MVM garden ingredients. Take advantage of this unique opportunity to
taste the "fruits" of our Edible Schoolyard at its finest point, freshly picked. The meal will be
provided for up to eight people. The date of the event will be determined by the purchaser's
scheduling as well as optimal garden readiness. The book The Art of Simple Food by Alice
Waters is also included.

Priceless

Thanks to: Anonymous
Thanks to: Megan Gilman
Thanks to: MVM
Thanks to: Cheryl Nowak